The Road Warrior
Common Rules for all drills:
Usage of the 4 universal firearms safety rules is critical!

No armor piercing or steel core ammo (no green tip)!

No more than 10 rounds per magazine. RELOADS!!!

Start position: Kneeling behind the car in condition 1.

Wrong target hit, at any time, is an automatic fail.

Repaint targets after you are done.

The Road Warrior Drill #1: Bumper to Bumper - On the timer beep, move to the rear bumper and engage the white
square and blue circle. Only after successfully hitting both targets, the shooter will move to the next position using best
cover possible and then engage both targets specified. Continue all the way to the front bumper. Time stops after all
16 targets have been hit.
The Road Warrior Drill #2: Back and Forth - On the timer beep, move to the rear bumper and engage only the left
target specified (white square). Only after successfully hitting the left prescribed target, the shooter will move to the
next position using best cover possible to engage the left specified targets until shooter reaches the front bumper. At
that time the shooter will then engage the right specified targets, while working towards the front of the vehicle using
every cover position again. Time stops when all 16 targets have been hit in proper order.
The Road Warrior Drill #3: Scramble - On the timer beep, the shooter will engage the targets in order, left to right, as
presented down range (White Square, Orange IPSC, Blue Diamond, etc.). The shooter will engage the target from the
specified cover firing position on the truck. (White Square = Front bumper, Orange IPSC = Over Truck Bed, Blue Diamond = Front Tire, etc.). Time stops when all 16 targets have been hit in proper order of left to right.

